Breaks in play

Breaks in play can be both formal and informal. Formal breaks include:
		lunch
		tea
		drinks
		 stumps (end of the day)
		 end of the innings
		 end of the match.



Informal breaks occur if there is a weather interruption or an injury time.
In general, breaks in play are an opportunity for you to reconcile your
scorebook to ensure that everything balances, but there are also some things
you must do at particular breaks.

Stumps

The end of the day’s play in a two-day or longer match is called ‘stumps’. At
stumps, you need to record which batter faced the last ball of the day, who
bowled the last over, and the end from which the last over was bowled. This
is important so that when the game recommences, which is probably the next
week, a bowler does not bowl consecutive overs, consecutive overs are not
bowled from the same end, and the correct batter is facing. If your book has no
space to record these details, record them in the notes or in a margin.
You should also record the batters’
names, individual scores, total sundries,
the total score (e.g. 3-46) and the total
overs bowled in the innings so far.
You need to balance your book, and compare your totals with your partner to
ensure you agree.
		 Add up the not out batters’ runs and pencil them in.
		 Total all batters’ runs and sundries.
		 Extend the bowlers’ figures to their summary columns and pencil 		
them in.
		 Total the bowling figures.
		 Compare your bowling figures with your partner.
		 Ensure the batting and bowling totals agree with the total score, and
with your partner.
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Lunch and tea breaks

Most scorebooks will also have a space to record the innings details at lunch
and tea breaks as well. As with the stumps break, you should:
		record the batters’ names, their individual scores, total sundries, the total
score (e.g. 5-117) and the total overs bowled in the match so far in the
space provided
		balance your book, and compare your totals with your partner to 		
ensure you agree
		note which batter faced the last ball before the break, and which 		
bowler bowled the last over.
In the example on the left, this innings
has gone over two days, so the stumps
score is shown from Day 1, and then the
lunch score has subsequently been filled
in on Day 2.


As lunch and tea are only short breaks,
it is not necessary to pencil in the
individual batters’ totals or the bowlers’
summary columns elsewhere on the scoresheet, unless it is likley that
weather will interfere with the resumption of play .

Drinks

Most cricket formats will have scheduled drinks breaks (the exception being
Twenty20). These breaks are usually scheduled by time (e.g. at the end of
each hour for two-day games or longer, or every 70 minutes for one-day
games), although your association may have different rules in relation to the
timing (e.g. after every 17 overs). Umpires may decide to have more regular
drinks breaks on days of extreme heat for player wellbeing.
Drinks breaks generally last for two to three minutes, and the clock does not
stop, so the minutes spent on drinks breaks are counted for batter’s times,
partnership times and innings times, if you are recording these details.

Informal breaks
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Where weather, injury or other circumstances force an informal break in play,
the details should be recorded in the Notes section of your scorebook. Note
the time of the interruption, and the current score. When play resumes, again
note the time, and the total minutes of play lost. The umpires may require
you to confirm this information for calculating the number of overs left for the
day’s play.

End of innings

An innings can be completed in a number of different ways, and what you
need to do at the end of the innings will depend on the circumstances:
1. all out — 10 wickets have fallen (or less, if the team is incomplete)
2. declaration — a team declares its innings closed before it is all out
3. end of match — a match is completed when a result is achieved, the
time duration of the match is reached or, in a limited overs match, the
prescribed number of overs have been bowled.

1. All out
Complete the batting details for the not out batter in red, recording ‘not out’
in the ‘How out’ column.
Add up the individual sundries totals (byes, leg byes, wides and no balls) and
any penalty runs (see page 57), and extend to ‘Total sundries’.

Total the top half of your book by adding batters’ runs, total sundries and any
penalties to achieve the total score. Note how
the sundries row has been totalled, as well as
the balls faced and boundary columns.
Extend the bowling analysis for each bowler
(total overs, maidens, wides, no balls, runs
and wickets). In the second bottom row,
record the number of wickets not awarded
to a bowler (e.g. run outs) and the total of
byes, leg byes and penalties, as these are not
included in bowlers’ figures (see the circled
area on the right).
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Total all columns, including any part overs. Wickets and runs must balance
with the totals in the batting section.

2. Declaration
Complete your book as described above. The batting total is recorded as
‘x wickets dec for x runs’, so if the team declares on 151 runs after losing 5
wickets, this will be recorded as ‘5 dec for 151’.
If the innings is declared at the fall of a wicket, complete the batting details
for the not out batter in red, recording ‘not out’ in the ‘How out’ column.
If the innings is declared without a wicket having fallen (e.g. the team has
passed a preordained milestone), the two batters currently on the field will
be not out, and should be recorded as such.
If the innings is declared closed and the entire team has not batted, fill in
the names of all the players who have not batted. This is so that selectors,
statisticians and coaches are aware of the full team that played the game,
especially if players are required to play a minimum number of games to
qualify for finals.

Declared innings – note two batters’ totals are in red, and all batters, including those
who did not bat, are listed.

3. End of match

When the match is completed, close the final innings as described above. If
the team batting last is not all out, fill in the names of the players who have
not batted, as in the Declaration example above.
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A match may be abandoned without result if the weather or other
circumstances make any further play impossible. If this happens during the

first innings, then complete your book as described above, and as with a
declaration, fill in the names of all the players who would have batted, but in
this case, ensure the full batting list for both teams is included.
The result must then be recorded.

Recording the result

The result of the match — win, tie or draw — should be recorded in the
scorebook on the sheet for the first innings of the match.
Win
A team can win by bowling out the opposition before it reaches the victory
total. In a limited overs match, the victory total is simply the total of the team
that batted first, plus one. Record the result as ‘Team x wins by x runs’ (e.g. if
Toombul batted first and scored 250 runs and bowled the opposition out for
200 runs, the result would be ‘Toombul wins by 50 runs’).
A team can win by passing the victory total before losing all its wickets.
Record the result as ‘Team x wins by x wickets’ (e.g. if Sandgate passes the
opposition score having lost 9 wickets, the result would be ‘Sandgate wins by
1 wicket’).
In a two-day or longer match, both teams must have the opportunity to bat
twice in order to achieve an outright result (e.g. a Test match). The victory
total required for the team batting last will be the sum of the two innings of
the team that batted first plus one, minus the total of the first innings of the
team batting last. This is called an outright win, and should be recorded as
such (e.g. if University batted first and made a combined score for two innings
of 400, and it bowled the opposition out over two innings for a combined
total of 375, the result would be ‘University wins outright by 25 runs’).
However, be aware that many competitions (e.g. Premier Grade, Warehouse
Cricket) allow a ‘win on first innings’, where both teams must have had the
opportunity to bat at least once, but there has not been sufficient time
for both teams to complete two batting innings to have an outright result
(although one or both could have commenced their second inings). To win on
first innings, either:
		the team batting second must have exceeded (in its first innings) the
first innings total of the team batting first
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		the team batting second must have been bowled out (in its first 		
innings) before reaching the first innings total of the team batting first.



You should record if the victory is an outright win or first innings win. So the
result would be ‘Graybridge wins by 3 wickets on first innings’ or ‘Graybridge
wins outright by 3 wickets’.

Handy hint
A first innings win is generally allowed in competitions where points
are allocated. For example, in the current Brisbane Premier Grade
competition, a team gets 16 points for an outright win that includes a
win on first innings, but if the match does not result in an outright win,
the team that wins on first innings receives 12 points. Check your local
competition rules to see what applies.

Tie

A match is tied when the team batting second reaches, but does NOT exceed,
the total of the team that batted first. In a two-day or longer match, a tie is
only achieved if the team batting second is bowled out in its second innings
when total scores are level. So if Team A makes 150 and 100 in its two innings
(for a total of 250), and bowls Team B out in its second innings when the
combined total for Team B is also 250, that is a tie. Otherwise, where no other
result is achieved, it is a draw (see below).
In limited overs matches, the number of wickets is not relevant. If Team A
makes 8-150 off its allocated overs, a tie is achieved if Team B is bowled out
for 150 OR if Team B makes 2-150 and no more off its allocated overs (see
Junior cricket on page 54 for some variations).
Record this result as ‘Match tied’.

Draw

A draw occurs when a result is not achieved. In a limited overs match, this
would mean the minimum number of overs for each team to face has not
been bowled (generally due to weather). Although this is a draw, and the
teams will probably ‘split’ the points, record the result as ‘Match abandoned’
(see page 50).
In a two-day or longer match, if an outright win is required for victory (e.g.
in a Test), a draw would result if both teams have not had the opportunity to
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bat twice, or they have, but Team A has been unable to bowl Team B out in its
second innings, and Team B has been unable to reach the victory score by the
scheduled end of the match.
If a first innings win is available, a draw would result if both teams have not
had the opportunity to bat once, or they have, but Team A has been unable to
bowl Team B out in its first innings, and Team B has been unable to reach the
first innings victory score by the scheduled end of the match.
Record this result as ‘Match drawn’.

Publishing results
Newspapers

Your association may require each day’s results to be published in the
newspaper or online, or submitted elsewhere in a set format. This
responsibility generally falls on the home team, or the home team scorer.
You should check with your team captain or club management whether you
need to submit or publish team scores. They will be able to advise you if you
need to submit the full score card or abbreviated scores, and the contact
details, format and time restrictions for the publication or submission of
results.
Your club may also rely on you to record the statistics for individual players
in the team across the season for awards, and for publication in the annual
report if the club publishes one. Some scorebooks include pages where the
progressive individual statistics can be maintained, or you can create your
own spreadsheet.

Results databases

Most cricket associations will also required results to be submitted in
some format so that points can be allocated and ladders updated. Many
associations use the online MyCricket database for this, located at
http://mycricket.cricket.com.au. Your club will advise you on what your
responsibilities might be in this regard.
See Computer scoring on page 82 which discusses programs that enable live
scoring to databases such as MyCricket, and may remove the need to do a
separate update.
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